
Torture, Storm Alert
Dungeon of silence
Abortion of the mind
Demented, twisted
Frenetic destroying all mankind
Commander of the legion
Your night shall now descend
To the darkest hell you'll follow me
Beyond the heaven's end
Crucify the devil's reign
Decease the black decay
Molesting only innocent
There is no other way
Lethal infection
Forbidden zone of hell
Fallen angels soar the sky
As Satan tolls the bell
I will take you down
To the terror kingdom
Devastation, pentagram
Warriors of steel
Penetrate the bolted gate
Bestial appeal
Guardian of the fallen souls
Conquering the weak
Clottage of the insecure
Religion that you seek
Execute the piercing wound
Infect the bloody cross
Black masses haunting sacred hymns
In memory of their loss
Worship on the oratory
Satiated plague
Existence of the nescient race
Adore the burning flag
I will take you down
To the terror kingdom
Evil spirits rise, obituary
The vault of pressure
Funeral of death, eternal purgatory
Pulsating veins, the terror reigns
I will take you down
I can see you now
I will watch you die
You will feel my wrath
Take your soul away
As the darkness falls
I desecrate your dreams
I will not respond
As I hear your screams
Your pitiful screams
Past the horizon
We'll watch the sea of flames
We'll soar the winds of Salem
And end your foolish games
Observe the necromancer
Conjure up the gods
Poised are the insipid ones
The fallen one marauds
666 upon the rood
Behold the demon's flight
And join the mass of Satan's hordes
That mutilate the light
Overtake the living
It's all inside your mind



The tearing flesh and rotting limbs
Of bodes that you find
Trapped within the bleeding walls
Severed from your head
Unholy fuckin' rituals
That summon up the dead
Clawing, grinding to escape
You never can retaliate
You're here for good in solitude
To stare amongst the wretched gate
No one will remember you
Distorted memory
The pit of doom shall be your tomb
This world of blasphemy
I will take you down
To the terror kingdom
And I will watch you burn
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